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What I believe

You are a World-Changer.



Every students who walks through LSC’s doors 

are 

Worldchangers.

The question is : What kind of World do you want to make?



What’s a Citizen-Scholar?

Citizen: is someone who is in service to something  greater than themselves.

Scholar:  See’s the unseen  potential to learn  from  others across  lines  of 
difference.



Citizen- Scholar

Citizen-Scholar: One who sees the unseen potential to learn from others across 
lines of difference by being in service to something greater than themselves. 







3 THINGS THAT UNLOCKED MY UNLIKELY SUCESS

1. Getting my Basic needs met

2. Belonging to something greater than myself

3. Becoming a Citizen-Scholar



Basic Needs

Basic needs are the foundation we all need to stand on 

to unleash our success story



Army Basic Training



Dr. Bessel  Van Der Kolk

“Being able to feel Safe with other people is probably the single 
most important aspect of mental health; safe connections are 

fundamental to a meaningful + satisfying lives.”



The Second thing we need is Belonging.

Belonging is how we unlock the power of being in service 

to 

something greater than ourselves.



Belonging



#3. Becoming a Citizen-Scholar

Citizen  Scholar- see’s the unseen potential  

to learn from others 

across  lines  of  difference 

by being in service to something greater than  themselves.



Breaking out of our Bubble

Breaking out of our bubble is how we become Citizen Scholars 

that are World Changers.



Dr. Sabah



Now that  you  know  you are a   

Worldchanger,

The question is :

What kind of World do you want to make?



Being Successful means we activate 3 Truths:

#1. Basic needs are the foundation we all need to stand on to unleash our success 
story.

#2. Belonging is how we unlock the power of being in service to something 
greater than ourselves.

#3. Breaking out of our bubble is how we become Citizen Scholars that are World 
Changers.



Remember

Be Brave with your Purpose.

Believe in your Potential

Build relationships across dividing lines because that’s where success lives and 
breathes.



Find Me at  @dianaoestreich

Download the 1st chapter of my Book
As a free gift at:
www.dianaoestreich.com
Or buy your copy where
Ever books are sold!

http://www.dianaoestreich.com


Thank you
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